This job sinks to the depths

The smell of dead fish permeated the air. The deck of the Pelican, a 40-foot commercial fishing boat, was overhung with wooden boxes of crabs.

A net was dropped into the water to bring in a load of crab, but the net was empty. Captain Capo, a Cal Poly graduate and owner of the Pelican, grimaced.

"The worst thing about crabbing is the smell," he said, looking toward a wooden box.

"It was fun. Friends would bring in a skipjack down to watch the work and we would all end up stinking. Everyone laughed and said it would never stop," Capo said.

Capo had no fears. He built his first boat, a 44-foot, when he was 17. He purchased the Pelican through the sale of a 40-acre farm he purchased in Morro Bay for $900 and Gear sold for $4,000.

Capo graduated from Cal Poly in 1977 with a degree in Marine Biology. Previous intentions of going on to veterinarian school were abandoned. Capo is a commercial fisherman and likes it.

According to Capo, fishing was a lot more lucrative than vet school.

"If you go into vet school, you have to know what you want and get straight A's," Capo says.

"My folks think I'm crazy, but then there are always some people who get in their way and tell you you're making a living or by how much money you're making. The important thing is you're happy with what you're doing.

According to Capo, life as a commercial fisherman is hard work and a great way to make money.

"It is hard work," Capo says. "People think it is easy, but if you get up at seven and are out working your boat on the ocean, you'd get out of bed with a headache. It is a hard work life, but it is rewarding. You vacation a lot and get to see the sea.

"The best feeling is when you catch a lot of crabs. It is a good feeling to see how much money you made. It is a good feeling to see how much you made, and you get to see the sea.
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Old age examined

Mellowness given the raspberry

Trials and tribulations of friendship
Student killed hang-gliding

By BEN CLEAVE
Daily Trojan Writer

A Cal Poly student was fatally injured Tuesday after his hang glider collapsed while making a sharp turn over San Luis Obispo.

Paul F. Stiles, 21, a junior in Agriculture Management, died yesterday at French Hospital in San Luis Obispo after being run over by his glider.

"He was standing on the wing of his glider," said Fellow. "He was well groomed and was knowledgeable about hang gliding."

But his friends say Stiles was the type of person who never did things by halves.

"He was a great guy and a great person," said Carmen Gonzalez, a friend of Stiles.

But his friends say Stiles was a great person, and he was involved in several clubs and organizations.

He was vice chairman of Delta Sigma Pi fraternity and had been involved in the Greek Council and other organizations.

He had also been a member of the College of Agriculture, the University-wide and the Student Senate.

Fellow said Stiles was involved in every club on campus.

But it was his love for hang gliding that made him stand out.
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Newsrooms open to police search

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — California police officials are ready for the U.S. Supreme Court to make oral arguments Wednesday over the state's antitrust laws in a case that could lead to a major challenge against third parties even though the police themselves may not be involved in a strike.

In the words of the district attorney in the case, "There's no way in the world we can win a case, we need help to protect our job security."

The case involves a proposed strike by a police union against the city of San Francisco, which has barred police from joining the strike. The police union has been seeking to negotiate a settlement, which would allow the strike to continue.

The case was argued by a Justice Department attorney, who said the strike was properly called "a strike against police security and it must continue to protect our jobs.

The Justice Department contended that the strike was illegal under federal law.

The court has scheduled the arguments for Wednesday in Washington, D.C.

Poultry unit is not just for the birds

POULTRY INDUSTRY

By BARBARA CHERNEW

Daily Real Writer

The poultry unit, part of the agricultural laboratories for Cal Poly agriculture students, serves as a practical experience center.

It provides opportunities for students in animal science, to work in a sanitary environment.

The unit was named after two of the major poultry farmers at the unit. "It's named after right now," he said. According to a study by the poultry unit, 80% of the birds housed at the unit, were found to be free of any diseases.

On Fridays, the unit has a "Poultry Party" where students can learn about the various aspects of the poultry industry.

"We have a lot of interest in the poultry unit, and we are always looking for new ways to attract students," said the head of the poultry unit.

However, each of the 35 Cal Poly Poultry Science majors will have five or six job openings to choose from when they graduate.

The unit is working to increase the number of poultry majors, as well as to provide jobs for students who have chosen a career in the industry. This quarter they have two 1,500 birds, which are raised in the unit's 7,000-square-foot poultry house.

Non-majors can also take poultry courses as electives.

Wedding Bells?

CELEBRATE WITH FLOWERS

We know how overwhelming a wedding can be, our staff of professional consultants will remember that it's your wedding day. Our wedding designs are inspired by your preferences and budget through our portfolio of wedding designs or arrange an appointment for us to come to your home for the personalized service you can trust.
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Child care program opens

Cal Poly's Child Development Department has opened in a new facility in the University's Children's Development Building on Tuesday and Thursday mornings from 9 a.m. to 12 noon.
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They don’t get no respect

A sporting view

Thursday, June 2, 1978

A sporting view is a weakly column in the Mustang Daily that's written by myself. I enjoyed the column, and I'm glad that the Mustang Daily is where it is.
Competitive surfing pays for board

SAM GEORGE, a former Poly student who found his basics for a surf board, rides the waves in Big Sur. (Photo by Jeff Chamberlain)

Susan B. Anthony may cash in on past

WASHINGTON (AP) — The nation's top 100 female surfers were honored Tuesday in Washington at the annual Women's Surfing Awards.

The event was hosted by the Women's Surfing Association and featured a panel of former female surfers discussing their experiences in the sport.

The Women's Surfing Awards recognize outstanding female surfers who have achieved success in the sport.

The awards include the Women's Surfing Hall of Fame, which honors individuals who have made significant contributions to the sport.

The event also featured a surf competition, with female surfers representing various age groups and skill levels.

The Women's Surfing Association was founded in 1982 as a non-profit organization dedicated to promoting female participation in surfing.

The organization sponsors events, offers scholarships and provides resources to support female surfers.

The annual Women's Surfing Awards is one of the organization's key events, attracting attendees from around the country.

SOPHOMORES! TRY THE BASIC OUTLOOK ON LIFE.

If you're starting to look at life after college, try our "basic" outlook. Apply for the special Two-Year Army ROTC Program during your Sophomore year. Attend a six-week Basic Camp this summer and earn $900. It's tough, but the people with the best skills manage it. The people we want are the people who want to work as officers in the active Army or the reserves. So if you qualify for the Army ROTC Program when you graduate, you'll earn $1000 a month for 20 months your last two years in college. And the opportunity for a two-year full tuition scholarship. You'll receive the extra credits that will distinguish you in whatever career you may choose. Try our "basic" outlook on life.

CALL: 646-6371 or stop by Room 116

Dexter Library
Stanislaus River dam to stop rafters

By ROBERT HOWARD
Special to the Daily

A 30-inch dam may
read a funeral for rafting
by discouraging white water
rafting down the Stanislaus
River. 

The New Melones Dam in
California is likely to close and
prevent any rafting down the
river.

At present, no plans exist
to dredge the New Melones
dam area, and a partially full
t reservoir is sufficient for
hydropower power.

Winding through deep
valleys, the Stanislaus River
endured the bombardment of
the Army Corps of Engineers.

The nine-mile stretch
between Ferguson Dam and
Wood River is an excellent spot
for rafting according to
riverscouts. The river had its
victory in New Melones, a
particular stretch threatened by proposed
damming of the Stanislaus Dam.

The armada of 50 to 70
rafters had been making their
way down the river. According
to Supervisor District 2
Maurice Neubert, the damming of
New Melones would leave the
valuable training spot.

"There is no provision
now for canal to transport the
surplus water anywhere, so
there is no means to fill the
dam to full capacity."

"My personal belief is that
there should be recreational
areas for everyone. Not only
the water shall have numerous areas
throughout the Stanislaus Dam area; it
would leave an area of water which
people can enjoy and use."

Neubert has run professional rafting trips
from the Stanislaus River since
summer of 1975 and has run
professional rafting trips
from the Stanislaus Dam area for several years.

Stanislaus River dam to stop rafters

Analysis

The New Melones Dam is
likely to close and prevent
any rafting down the
river.

Neubert has run professional rafting trips
from the Stanislaus River since
summer of 1975 and has run
professional rafting trips
from the Stanislaus Dam area for several years.

No good alternatives exist
California for white water
rafting, Neubert said.
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